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“I don’t think
this much
infogood
couldreview
be done
in thisbiology
timeframe!”
“Excellent
workshop!
Very
of any
thebetter
molecular
techniques. Dave makes the theory very clear and interesting. Also takes time
Keith Turner, Program Head, BCIT Biotechnology, British Columbia Institute of Technology
to answer specific questions/issues regarding personal ongoing projects. The workshop will definitely help for future troubleshooting. Thanks!”
Chantale
Environment
Canada
“Superb!André,
Perfect
combination
of theory and hands-on practice. Level was just right. Clone Dave.”
Robert Ungar, MD, Los Angeles

“I found it to be a nice combination of review and new material. It was well paced, with each day balanced with lecture and hands-on work.
Dave
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job far
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getting
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across
an easy
to understand
and was
entertaining
boot.
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Jeremy
Specialty
Fruits Dave is a fantastic teacher, and I can only hope that some of that will have rubbed off.”
Matt S. Ramer, Asoociate Professor Department of Zoology/Neuroscience, British Columbia Neurotrauma Fund Chair

